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Burke, Ruth A

From: John Carpenter <jbc37@me.com>

Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2020 9:12 AM

To: DEP, Nordic Aqua Farms

Subject: Nordic Aquafarms salmon factory

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open 

attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

 

Dear Erin,, 

 

Ms. Shyka’s comments (below) are exactly my sentiments, and she says them better than I can.  Please do not 

allow this project in our river! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jack Carpenter, 27 Stonewood Road, Rockland, ME 04841 

 

Now more than ever, we humans need to change our ways so that there will be clean water, healthy soil and 

clean air for our grandchildren and all of the other creatures of the future. 

 

I am contacting you concerning the Nordic Aquafarms salmon factory being proposed in Belfast on the Little 

River. 

 

I am appalled that the Nordic Aquafarms proposal includes the following known and predictable 

repercussions: 

 

   1. The dumping of 7.7 million gallons every day of nitrogen rich and warmer than ambient temperature 

effluent that will also contain unknown quantities of chemicals and drugs including antibiotics, pesticides and 

cleaning agents, as well as pathogens that will pass through the filtration system into the Penobscot Bay. 

 

I want to swim and eat fish from a clean Penobscot Bay. 

 

I want the native species of salmon and sturgeon to thrive in clean, native waters, not effluent. 

 

I want NO MORE PESTICIDES anywhere. Organic farms have proven that we can feed people and animals 

without the use of harmful chemicals. The aquaculture industry needs to follow suit. 

 

   2. The use of so much electricity that the existing grid cannot sustain the demand which equals that of 

Belfast, Northport, Lincolnville, Camden, Rockport and Rockland combined. 

 

We are in a time of climate crisis worldwide. Permitting businesses that intend to pollute AND use extravagant 

power resources is just not right. Belfast has targets to meet for CO2 reductions. Nordic Aquafarms’ massive 

factory’s energy needs will make meeting state targets very difficult. It will place an unfair burden for 

reductions on residents and businesses. 
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This is not the future I want for Maine, the children of the future, the flora, the fauna, the land, the waters. 

 

I believe that local and state policies should incentivize innovative, creative technologies and systems that 

drastically lower greenhouse gas emissions, and protect the natural world. Protecting the Penobscot Bay from 

pollution and warming is critical. 

 

Nordic’s approach is an outdated model based on receiving a “license to pollute.” Belfast, the State of Maine, 

and the world can no longer afford this approach. 

 

Thank you for considering my concerns. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Polly Shyka 

 

Villageside Farm 

 

Freedom 

 

 


